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Abstract 
GenRule is the offiine processing component of the MOLTKE3 workbench's learning mechanism. It 
learns from diagnostic cases, Le. protocols of the diagnostic behavior of an experienced service 
technician. The result of a learning step are so called shortcut rules, which allow the derivation of 
symptom values from other already known values. Furthermore. these rules are used to direct the 
diagnostic strategy applied by the MOLTKE3 shell. The presented mechanism appears to be well 
suited for modeling the typical diagnostic behavior of a service technician. 

1. Introduction 
GenRule2 is part of the learning component of the MOLTKE3 workbench [1]. The task of it, is the 
improvement of a given knowledge base. Therefore. the shortcut-oriented problem solving behavior 
of an experienced service technician is modeled by learning mechanism. This mechanism generates so 
called shortcut-rules from analogies between new presented diagnostic cases and old ones, already 
integrated into the knowledge base. This integration is the addition of actual·learnedshortcut-rules. 
The application of these rules during the diagnostic process shortens the session by asking the user 
less questions and improves the systems transparency3 by focusing the diagnostic behavior to it. 

The following chapter gives some examples from the domain of technical diagnosis which illustrates 
such shortcut-oriented problem solving. The third chapter provides the necessary terminology for the 
description of the diagnostic background within the MOLTKE3 workbench. Chapter 4 gives a more 
precise introduction into GenRules task, while Chapter 5 and 6 describe the concrete learning 
mechanism. Next we present a detailed example and a short overview of other compon~nts of 
GenRule. Finally GenRule is evaluated on the basis of other comparable learning systems. 

2. Motivation 
Because of his experience, a service technician is able to do fast diagnostics, to avoid wrong 
diagnoses, to draw conclusions from wrong diagnoses and to reapply successful diagnostic behavior. 
His ability to do fast diagnostics is based on the art of shortening a solution. This ability is illustrated 
by the following example: 

j The work presented herein was partially supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, Sonderforschungs

bcreich 314: "Anificial Intelligence- Knowledge-Based Systems", projects X6 and X9. 
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Suppose a machine located in a high temperature area. Also let us Suppose, that this high temperature 
affects 90% of all defects of this machine, located in a special i/o-card. The experienced service 
technician knowing this machine, recognizes this defect by detecting only a small part of the complete 
symptomatic. So he shortens the causal necessary path of the solution by applying his special 
experience-based heuristic. 

Another similar scenario is the often found characteristic, that different manufactured series of the 
same machine type have specific frequent defects. With growing experience, the service technician is 
able to make use of this knowledge. 

Todays expert systems have not such knowledge based on growing experience to their disposal. On 
the opposite, an experienced service technician knows a lot examples (better called cases) of specific 
malfunctions. The following example gives such cases from the field of diagnostics of CNC 
machining centers (fig. 1 and 2). 

error code 
i/o-state IN36 
i/o-state OUTI 
valve 5Yl 
valve5Y2 

__ piping system 
. chuck 

i/o-state IN32 

i/o-card 

i59 
logical-l 
logical-l 
switched 
not switched 
okay 
clean 
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defect ] 
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being ascer
tained in this 
order 

diagnosis 

Fig. 1 - A "Case"1 out of the MOLTKE knowledge base 
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Fig. 2 - The Service Technicians's Case 

1 Later we will callthcsc ca'>Cs "diagnostic paths". 
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It is easily seen, that the service technician did not check the symptom i/o-state IN36 with value 
logical-l (fig. 2). It seems to be not necessary. This behavior can be interpreted in two different 
ways: 

•	 The service technician supposes the symptom to be irrelevant. 
•	 The relevance of the remaining symptoms is supposed to be strong enough to justify an
 

analogical derivation·of the missing symptom.
 

So we have to possible objectives: 

•	 The missing symptom is causal necessary, but the technician supposes it to be spare in most 
situations. 

•	 The missing symptom is causal unnecessary. 

In both cases it can be seen as "partial determined" by the remaining symptoms. It is possible to 
improve the degree of determination by learning from additional cases. Commonly a technician learns 

in two ways: 

•	 He learns from specific past cases by adapting their diagnostic to an actual diagnostic behavior. 
•	 He learns from past cases in a whole by improving his general diagnostic behavior. 

3. Concept Formation and Knowledge Representation 

In the MOLTKE3 workbench's framework, the empirical knowledge of a service technician relevant 
for diagnosis is modeled and made explicit with· the aid of diagnostic cases, which are defined as 
follows: 

Definition l' I Case• 

A diagnostic case (or simply case) d is given as a triple (Name(d); Sited); D(d», consisting of the 
name of the case Name(d), its situation Sit(d), i.e. a set of symptom values, and the corresponding 
diagnosis D(d). 

The aim in MOLTKE is to improve the diagnostic process in the same way as motivated above for the 
service technician. Moreover, MOLTKE should reflect the service technician's proceeding through an 
"experience-based" approach. For reaching this to different approaches are combined (fig. 3). 
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It is easily seen, that the service technician did not check the symptom i/o—state IN 36 with value
logical—1 (fig. 2). It seems to be not necessary. This behavior can be interpreted in two different
ways:
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name of the case Name(d), its situation Sit(d), 1. e. a set of symptom values, and the corresponding
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The aim in MOLTKE is to improve the diagnostic process in the same way as motivated above for the
service technician. Moreover, MOLTKE should reflect the service technician's proceeding through an
"experience-based" approach. For reaching this to different approaches are combined (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 - The Learning Component in the MOLTKE3 Workbench 

•	 the GenRule system learns from analogies between newly presented diagnostic cases. and those 
already integrated in the knowledge base. These analogical inft-:rences are compiled in "partial 
shorteut rules" that improve the diagnostic process as motivated above. 

•	 The PAIDEX21 system carries out case-based reasoning directly on the case base. This is 
important both for the treatment of exception cases and for supporting KA2 (direct interpre~ 

tation of the diagnostic cases, f~er ;lcquisition of diagnostic cases, etc.). 

The main differing feature of the two systems lies in that GenRule applies analogical reasoning offline 
for the improvement of the knowledge base, while PATPEX2 uses it online as the actual problem 
solving mechanism. 

The subject of this paper is the GenRule system. In relation to the other components of the 
workbench, it is referred to [1], [2], [3], and [4]. 

For further comprehension it results indispensable to give a short overview of the used terminology 
and an introduction in the MOLTKE shell's underlying diagnostic procedure. 
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° the GenRule system learns from analogies between newly presented diagnostic casesand those
already integrated in the lmowledge base. These analogical inferences are compiled in "partial
shortcut rules" that improve the diagnostic process as motivated above.

° The PA'I‘DEXz1 system carries out case—based reasoning directly on the case base. This is
important both for the treatment of exception cases and for supporting KA2 (direct interprc=
tation of the diagnostic cases, further acquisition of diagnostic cases, etc.).

The main differing feature of the two systems lies in that GenRule applies analogical reasoning offline
for the improvement of the knowledge base, while PATDEXz uses it online as the actual problem
solving mechanism.

The subject of this paper i s  the GenRule system. In relation to the other components of the
workbench, i t  i s  referred to [1] ,  [2] ,  [3] ,  and [4].

For further comprehension it results indispensable to give a short overview of the used terminology
and an introduction in the MOLTKE shell's underlying diagnostic procedure.
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3.1. Description Language for Technical Diagnosis 

A symptom describes a measurable part of the state of the system to diagnose. A symptom has a 
name, a value range, and a related symptom variable. An actually measured value of a symptom is 
called a symptom value. The default value of a symptom is unknown. The set of all symptoms with 
their corresponding values is called a situation. Symptom values are ascertained using tests and serve 
to characterize a diagnosis. Formally, a diagnosis is described by diagnostic formulas, which are 
formulas in the fIrst-order predicate logic with the following properties: 

•	 Ground terms are the (possible) symptom values 
•	 Variables are the symptom variables 
•	 Atomic formulas are of the form atb, where a and b are symptom values or symptom variables 

and f is a comparison operator between symptom values 
•	 Formulas are boolean combinations of atomic formulas 
•	 There are three truth values: TRUE, FALSE, and UNKNOWN 
•	 An atomic formula atb has, for example, the truth value UNKNOWN, if aor b is a symptom 

variable whose value is unknown in the current situation 

An example of a diagnostic formula is: 

(Switch} = on) " (Switch2 = oft) " (OilPressure::;; 100) 

The s.ymptom variables in the formula are Switch}, Switch2 and OilPressure; the values "on", "off', 
and "100" must lie in the corresponding value ranges. Switch} and Switch2 are indeed concrete 
switches (and "OilPressure" a particular oil pressure). Their positions, however, are first determined 
by the current situation. Therefore, here they are variables that get their values assigned by an actual 
situation. 

The refinement diagnostic hierarchy is modeled by a graph, the context graph.· Contexts represent 
rough, intermediate, and final diagnoses. The diagnostic formula characterizing a context is called 
context precondition. In addition, two kinds of rules are associated to a context: ordering and shortcur 
rules. The condition part of these rules are diagnostic formulas. The action part consists either of the 
proposition of a test, in case of a firing ordering rule, or the assignment of a value to a symptom, in 
case of a shoneut rule. 

Because the rules learned by GenRule become integrated in the MOLTKE shell, a short summary of 
the diagnostic procedure used is necessary. 

\ 

3.2. Diagnostic Procedure in MOLTKE 

Basically, the diagnostic task is conceived as classification 1llY..s. test selection. The MOLTKE shell's 
global interpreter starts with the root node of the context graph ("machine defective"); it proposes 
tests with the aid of the available ordering rules and uses the gathered symptom values to derive 
further symptom values through shortcut rules. As soon as comext preconditions are satisfied, 
MOLTKE selects the most special context and applies again the same procedure, until a final 
diagnosis is reached. Final diagnoses are represented by the leaves of the context graph. The 
classification is effected in this manner using the context preconditions, the test selection with the use 
of the ordering rules. The latter is merely the standard procedure, which is extended in consideration 
of the shoncut rules in the sense of shortcut-oriented diagnostic problem solving. 

3.3. Influence of GenRule on the Diagnostic Procedure 

The most important ways in which GenRule can influence the diagnostic procedure of the shell are 
the following: 
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A symptom describes a measurable part of the state of the system to diagnose. A symptom has a
name, a value range, and a related symptom variable. An actually measured value of a symptom is
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rules. The condition part of these rules are diagnostic formulas. The action part consists either of the
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of the ordering rules. The latter is merely the standard procedure, which is extended in consideration
of the shortcut rules in the sense of shortcut-oriented diagnostic problem solving.

3.3. Influence of GenRule on the Diagnostic Procedure
The mos: important ways in which GenRule can influence the diagnostic procedure of the shell are
the following:



•	 Symptom values derived by shortcut roles improve the classification process, either by 
accellerating it as less symptoms are to be collected, or by making it (at least) more transparent 
because they divide it in the same way the service technician would 

•	 The shell blocks all tests that determine symptoms for which a value was already derived with a 
shorteut role. 

•	 Shorteut rules are useful for focussing the diagnostic procedure of the shell, which tries to fire 
the most roles possible. This extends the test selection overordering roles. 

The shell processes uncertain information made available by shorteut roles by using a priori and a 
posteriori estimations. The underlying mechanism was decisively determined by two substantial 
requirements from the domain ofCNC machines: 

•	 MOLTKE must be able to process large knowledge quantities with sufficiently good
 
performance.
 

•	 Uncertain knowledge must be used accordingly to the situation, that is, it must be possible to 
relate the uncertainty of a diagnosis to the effort required for the (practical) validation of the 
results l . 

The consequences of the MOLTKE workbench are the following ones: 

•	 extensive transparency of the uncertain portions of the diagnosis, 
• simple representation and processing of uncertainty,
 
·;well-aimed validation possibilities,
 
•	 judgement of uncertain diagnoses by the user. 

4. Task Specification for GenRule 
GenRule should improve the diagnostic procedure, with the aid of diagnostic cases, in the way 
motivated in chapter 2. GenRule should improve a given knowledge base, which can be produced by 
MAKE2 and/or manually. For the shorteut roles that shall be learned, there is an additional interpreter 
that, whenever possible, uses shortcut role firing as its main strategy. Ordering roles are only used 
when they are explicitly given by the expert 

GenRule is not thought of as an interactive component; that task is undertaken by the PATDEX2 
system. The direct shortening of context preconditions through shortcut rules learned by GenRule 
would make no sense, because the shortcut roles are naturally uncertain and the classification ability 
of the MOLTKE shell may not be deteriorated. The processing of uncertain knowledge by the global 
interpreter of the shell will be more concretely discussed mthe sequel of this paper.. 

5. Functional Description of GenRule 
GenRule learns from analogies between already integrated3 and newly presented diagnostic cases to 
derive symptom values from other given ones. The goal is to improve the current diagnostic 

i.e., the user decides whether she accepts the diagnosis or verifies all or a subset of uncertain symptom values and 

leaves the shell classify again on the basis of eventually corrected values. In this decision come into account the 

effort required by the repair action, the effort required to collect a symptom, and the experience of the user. 

2	 the model-compiler of the MOLTKE/3 workbench which generates contexts and causal rules out of the deep model of 

the technical system (fig. 3) 

3	 From now on we will call diagnostic paths to the cases already integrated in the knowledge base, because one can 

think of them as a diagnostic course developed in the MOLTKE shell. 
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derive symptom values from other given ones. The goal is to improve the current diagnostic

1 Le,  the user decides whether she accepts the diagnosis or verifies all or a subset of uncertain symptom values and
leaves the shell classify again on the basis of eventually corrected values. In this decision come into account the
effort required by the repair action, the effort required to collect a symptom, and the experience of the user.
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the technical system (fig. 3)

3 From now on we will call diagnostic paths to the cases already integrated in the knowledge base, because one can
think of them as a diagnostic course developed in the MOLTKE shell.



procedure, so that the least symptoms have to be gathered. The MOLTKE knowlecige J:)ase 
undertakes the role of the background theory, which is to be seen as redundant and/or not 
transparent That means that either frequently too many sYmptoms are ascertained or they are gathered 
in an order which is difficult to duplicate~QenRule generates partial, Le. heuristic, shortcut roles that 
remove present redundancies and give the shell the possibility of applying the same shorteut-oriented 
diagnostic procedure as motivated in chapter 2. 

GenRule takes as examples diagnostic cases from the respective service technician. From a diagnostic 
case it is possible to "learn" something with the help of an analogy, if it helps to shorten the 
diagnostic process. The given diagnostic case is compared with the "most similar" diagnostic path. 
The diagnostic path is similar to the diagnostic case if it has the same diagnosis and contains all 
sYmptom values of the case. The shorter the diagnostic path is, the more similar it is to the diagnostic 
case. The respectively shortest diagnostic patlis are called "minimal". On the basis of the analogy 
modeled by this similarity measure, GenRule tries to "learn symptom values". For that, the given 
diagnostic path must be "properly shorter" as the diagnostic path compared with it, that is, the 
diagnostic path must still possess, besides the sYmptom values of the case, further values. 

If all of this is satisfied, the diagnostic case is a positive example. All sYmptom values contained in 
the diagnostic path but not in the diagnostic case will be "learned". The learning result is a partial 
shortcut rule for each "learned" symptom value. The left side of such a rule is constructed on the 
basis of the situation of the given case. The right side is the respective "learned" symptom value of 
the ~ost similar diagnostic path. 

If the diagnostic case is a negative example, that is, the case is no shortcut, GenRules uses the case 
merely to update the certainty factors of the·already learned shorteut rules.
 

The interesting specification degree of the learning procedure is the derivation of symptom values
 
and/or the exclusion of tests for symptoms that, appear in the most similar diagnostic path.
 

The results of the learning are applied into the MOLTKE shell through the integration of the learned 
partial shortcut rules. They are added to the rule set of the respective COtltext. The more these rules 
conduce to correct shortcuts and the more the way in which they are gained can be duplicated, the 
more these rules improve the shell's diagnostic procedure. GenRule only gives shortcut rules to the 
shell when their certainty factor is not under a certain threshold value. That means, that the statistical 
information accumulated in the certainty factor serves to the evaluation of the rules learned by 
GenRule. Moreover, the representation of the learning results in form of shortcut rules makes 
possible a simple retraction of incorrect shortcuts by the user, because the classification ability of the 
shell over the context preconditions remains untouched. 

In order to make the generated shortcut rules as applicable as possible, GenRule computes three 
different certainty factors that describe the certainty of the proposition of a shortcut rule in dependence 
with varying basic commonalities of diagnostic cases. These commonalities depend directly Oh the 
assumptions regarding the diagnosis reached in a diagnostic session. If no assumptions referring to 
this are made, the estimation is very cautious (poor). If on the other side it is presupposed that this is 
the same diagnosis Dj underlying during rule generation, then the estimation is very optimistic 
because this will not be frequently the case. With the exception of these certainty factors for both 
basic commonalities, the factors for all other diagnoses will be determined with linear interpolation1. 

All factors are computed on the basis of definition 2. 

1 This has sufficient precision and makes possible an efficient computation of the factors [4]. 
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If all of this is satisfied, the diagnostic case is  a positive example. All symptom values contained in
the diagnostic path but not in the diagnostic case will be "learned". The learning result is a partial
shortcut rule for each "learned" symptom value. The left side of such a rule is constructed on the
basis of the situation of the given case. The right side is the respective "learned" symptom value of
the most similar diagnostic path.

If the diagnostic case is a negative example, that is, the case is no shortcut, GenRules uses the case
merely to update the certainty factors of the-already learned shortcut rules.
The interesting specification degree of the learning procedure is the derivation of symptom values
and/or the exclusion of tests for symptoms that, appear in the most similar diagnostic path.

The results of the learning are applied into the MOLTKE shell through the integration of the learned
partial shortcut rules. They are added to the rule set of the respective context. The more these rules
conduce to correct shortcuts and the more the way in which they are gained can be duplicated, the
more these rules improve the shell's diagnostic procedure. GenRule only gives shortcut rules to the
shell when their certainty factor is not under a certain threshold value. That means, that the statistical
information accumulated in the certainty factor serves to the evaluation of the rules learned by
GenRule. Moreover, the representation of the learning results in form of shortcut rules makes
possible a simple retraction of incorrect shortcuts by the user, because the classification ability of the
shell over the context preconditions remains untouched.

In order to make the generated shortcut rules as applicable as possible, GenRule computes three
different certainty factors that describe the certainty of the proposition of a shortcut rule in dependence
with varying basic commonalities of diagnostic cases. These commonalities depend directly on the
assumptions regarding the diagnosis reached in a diagnostic session. If no assumptions referring to
this are made, the estimation is very cautious (poor). If on the other side it is presupposed that this is
the same diagnosis Di underlying during rule generation, then the estimation is very optimistic
because this will not be frequently the case. -With the exception of these certainty factors for both
bas‘ic commonalities, the factors for all other diagnoses will be determined with linear interpolationl.
All factors are computed on the basis of definition 2.

1 This has sufficient precision and makes possible an efficient computation of  the factors [4].



With the purpose of making the processing of uncertain knowledge as simple and transparent as 
possible, the shell computes during run time in proper sense no certainty factors. The user determines 
the maximum allowed uncertainty for the shorteut rules attained in the shell for application. 
Moreover, the user determines how many partial shortcut rules may be fired in a diagnostic session 
and/or how many (uncertain) symptom values derived by partial shortcut rules may be used to ftre 
(total1 or partial) shorteut rules., 

When the diagnosis is given as output, the user is infonned that uncertain symptom values have been 
used to establish it. She can then decide to accept the given diagnosis, to verify the uncertain 
symptom values, to change symptom values, or to input further symptom values. The shell can carry 
on very efftciently all of the actions here mentioned with the aid of a procedure similar to OPS5's 
Rete-Algorithm. 

6. Architecture of GeoRule 
The idea of a shorteut rule follows directly from the expert's behavior which has been described in 
the motivation chapter, namely the abi1~ty of directly infering one situation from another without 
carrying out a test. This ability is based on empirical knowledge which is implicitly included in the 
expert's diagnostic cases. In this connection shortcut rules are operationalized empirical knowledge. 
They are justifted by second order relations (partial shoncuts) which are defined using a frequency 
interpretation based on all known diagnostic cases. They are a replacement for conditional 
probabilities2• In this connection their role is similar to that of certainty factors for probabilities where 
the underlying distribution function is not known, too. 

Let DC be the set of all diagnostic cases. Then the set ofpartial shortcuts for the failure context FeD 
of the diagnosis D SCPCD is defined as follows: 

SCFCD := {(F0l ~~ F02) IF01, F02diagnostic formulas, F02atomic}, 

where ~ais deftned Gustified) via determination factor 8: 

0:=---------- 

I{d E DC; F01(d) }I 

Failure contexts are diagnoses that are not known by name. Instead of this they can be summarized 
by more general diagnoses which directly correspond to those subparts of the underlying technical 
system. These subparts are both candidates for being exchanged during a correction and causes for 
for different failures. To belong to the same failure context (of a diagnosis D) a diagnostic case and a 
diagnostic path both have to include the diagnosis D. Additionally, contradictory symptom values 
within their situations are not allowed and the situations must have a minimum number of values in 
common. 

I	 Total shortcut rules can be gained with MAKE from the deep model of the system to diagnose. Total means here that 

these rules are certain (in relation to the model). 

2	 for lack of more precise information 
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With the purpose of making the processing of uncertain knowledge as simple and transparent as
possible, the shell computes during run time in proper sense no certainty factors. The user determines
the maximum allowed uncertainty for the shortcut rules attained in the shell for application.
Moreover, the user determines how many partial shortcut rules may be fired in a diagnostic session
and/or how many (uncertain) symptom values derived by partial shortcut rule's may be used to fire
(total1 or partial) shortcut rules. - - ,

When the diagnosis ts given as output, the user is informed that uncertain symptom values have been
used to establish it. She can then decide to accept the given diagnosis, to verify the uncertain
symptom values. to change symptom values, or to input further symptom values. The shell can carry
on very efficiently all of the actions here mentioned with the aid of a procedure similar to OPSS's
Rem-Algorithm.

6.  Architecture of GenRule
The idea of a shortcut rule follows directly from the expert’s behavior which has been described in
the motivation chapter, namely the ability of directly infering one situation from another without
carrying out a test. This ability is based on empirical knowledge which is implicitly included in the
expert’s diagnostic cases. In this connection shortcut rules are operationalized empirical knowledge.
They are justified by second order relations (partial shortcuts) which are defined using a frequency
interpretation based on all known diagnostic cases. They are a replacement for conditional
probabilitiesz. In this connection their role is similar to that of certainty factors for probabilities where
the underlying distribution function is not known, too.

‘mm- * fiqcn)
Let DC be the set of all diagnostic cases. Then the set of partial shortcuts for the failure context FCD
of the diagnosis D SCFCD is defined as follows:

SCFCD := {(FOl }8 F02) I F01, F02 diagnostic formulas, F02 atomic},

where }5 is defined (justified) via determination factor a
|{d 5 DC; F01(d)A F02(d) )I

|[d 5 DC; F01(d) ]l

Failure contexts are diagnoses that are not known by name. Instead of this they can be summarized
by more general diagnoses which directly correspond to those subparts of the underlying technical
system. These subparts are both candidates for being exchanged during a correction and causes for
for different failures. To belong to the same failure context (of a diagnosis D) a diagnostic case and a
diagnostic path both have to include the diagnosis D. Additionally, contradictory symptom values
within their situations are not allowed and the situations must have a minimum number of values in
common.

1 Total shortcut rules can be gained with MAKE from the deep model o f  the system to diagnose. Total means here that

these rules are certain (in relation to the model).

2 for lack of more precise information



We now fonnally introduce when a presented diagnostic case is (properly)slwrter than an:already 
existing diagnostic path: 

("d1 is called to be slwrter than ~'') 

("d is calledto be properly slwrter than· '') 

Now we can describe what it means for a diagnostic case and a diagnostic path to be similar and 
when a certain path is more similar to a case than an alternative path. 

11	 4: I Paths. (SDPd ' SMd) 
Let d l be an arbitrary diagnostic case and ~ an arbitrary diagnostic path. 42 is called similar to dJ' if 
and only if: • D(d l ) = D(~) = D, 

• FCD(dl ) = FCD(d2), 

• d1 ~~. 
The set of all diagnostic paths being similar to d1 is denoted by SDPdf 

The similarity measure SMd on SDPd for an arbitrary diagnostic case d is defined as follows: 
/ 

di is called more similar to d then d", if: 

• SMd(~) < SMd(dk) 

The shorter a similar diagnostic case is the more similar it is to the corresponding diagnostic case. 
This interpretation of "more similar" is a direct consequence from the learning of meaningful 
shortcuts. 

Let's consider an arbitrary diagnostic case d: then the most similar diagnostic path to d is that one 
which is the minimal element concerning the partial order <c (or~) for SDPd' Such paths are called 

"minimal". 

The following definition describes the essential learning step of GenRule: the learning of partial 
shortcuts. 

(A PAR) 
Let d1 be an arbitrary diagnostic case and d2 d1's similar minimal diagnostic path (i.e. d2 is the most 
similar path for d1). If d1 is properly shorter than d2, then GenRule learns the following partial 
shortcut(s) psci: 

{psci}:= ( (FO[Sit(d1)] .~o FO[xsJ); xs. e (Sit(d2) \ Sit(d1), i = 1..n, 
I I 

n := ISit(d2) \ Sit(d1)1 }. 
FO[Sit] and FO[xSJ denote the representation of a situation Sit as a diagnostic formula. For achieying 

I 

this transformation every known symptom value is mapped onto an atomic formula which consists of
 
that value, the "=" operator and the respective symptom variable.
 
The detailed procedure including both the trivial transformation of an shortcut into a shortcut rule and
 
the corn utation of the determination factors is described in the next section.
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We now formally introduce when a presented diagnostic case is (properly) shorter than an already
existing diagnostic path:

Let dl and d2 be arbitrary diagnostic cases and paths for 5311113313 context FCD of  the diagnosis D.
Then the (partial) orders Sc, <c are defined as follows:

dl Sc d2 :=» Sit(dl) E Sit(d2) (“dl is called to be shorter than d2")
dl  <c d2 :=» Sit(dl) = Sit(d2) (“dl is calledto be properly shorter than " ”) ,

Now we can describe what it means for a diagnostic case and a diagnostic path to be similar and
when a certain path is more similar to a case than an alternative path.

www (SDPd , SMd)

Let dl be an arbitrary diagnostic case and d2 an arbitrary diagnostic path. dz'1s called similar to d1’ if
and only if: . D(d1)= D(d2)=—,D

’ FCD(d1)  = FCD(d2),

° dt  $.; d2.
The set of all diagnostic paths being similar to dl is denoted by SDPd 1°
The similarity measure SMd on SDPd for an arbitrary diagnostic case d is defined as follows:

- SMd: di. e 51)d SMd(di) = |Sit(di)l.
di  is called more similar to d then dk, if:

The shorter a similar diagnostic case is the more similar it is to the corresponding diagnostic case.
This interpretation o f“more similar” is a direct consequence from the learning of meaningful
shortcuts.

Let’s consider an arbitrary diagnostic case d: then the most similar diagnostic path to d i s  that one
which is the minimal element concerning the partial order <c (or Sc) for SDPd. Such paths are called
“minimal”.

The following definition describes the essential learning step of GenRule: the learning of partial
shortcuts.

fin? n : 'n f P ' h (AGPAR)
Let d1 be an arbitrary diagnostic case and d2 dl’s similar minimal diagnostic path (i.e. d2 is the most
similar path for dl) .  If dl  is properly shorter than d2, then GenRule learns the following partial
shortcut(s) psci:

[psci}:= { (FO[Sit(d1)] ~5s FO[xsiD ; xSi e (Sit(d2) \ Sit(dl), i = 1..n,
n := lSit(d2) \ Sit(d1)l }.

FO[Sit] and FO[xSi] denote the representation of a situation Sit as a diagnostic formula. For achieving
this transformation every known symptom value is mapped onto an atomic formula which consists of
that value, the “=“ operator and the respective symptom variable.
The detailed procedure including both the trivial transformation of an shortcut into a shortcut rule and
the computation of the determination factors is described in the next section.



6.1. Algorithm for the Generation of Partial Shortcut Rules (AGPAR) 

. Input: 

• -Set Call of diagnostic cases with diagnoses Di, i = l..n
 
-. Set DC of all known diagnostic cases
 

• Set DPmin := {dPmin(Di; k) I i = l..n, k E {I, 2, ..., #FCD.l }l of all minimal 
. ~ 

diagnostic paths of all failure contexts of the diagnoses D1'to Dn 
• Degree N for defining the minimal number symptom values which dactual and dPmin 

must have in common to belong tom the same failure context 

Output: 

• Set AR of allleamed shorteut rules 

Algorithm:
 
AR :=0;
 

For all d E Call do 
dactual := d;
 
Dactual := D(d);
 

For all k E {I, 2, ... , #FCD } do 
actual
 

dPmin := dPmin(Dactual; k);
 

If.. (dactual <c dPmin) " (ISit(dactual)1 ~ N * ISit(dPmin)1) 
mm AR:= ARu 

5
{(FO[Sit(dactual )] ~ (Sit(dPmin) \ Sit(dactual »)}; 

Compute detennination factor B; 
~ 

endfor
 
endfor
 

The determination factor Bis computed as follows: 

B:=-------------~---

I{d E DC; D(d) arbitrary, dana ~ dll + 1
 

7. Example 
Now we give a simple example for AGPAR using the cases of fig. 1 and 2. cl is the service 
technician's case and pI is the (corresponding) minimal diagnostic path. Additionally, the following 
inputs are given: Call :={cl} =: DC, DPmin := {pI}, and N := 3. 

For AGPAR being able to generate a partial shorcut rule three conditions must be fulfilled: 

1 number of different failure contexts of the respective actual diagnosis Di. 

10 

6.1. Algorithm for the Generation of Partial Shortcut Rules (AGPAR) "

'Input:

° ~Set Call of diagnostic cases with diagnoses Di, i = l..n
~ ° Set DC of all known diagnostic cases
° Set DPmin :={dpmin(Di; k) l i—_ 1. .,n k e {1, 2 .  --i’#FCD1}}  of all minimal

diagnostic paths of all failure contexts of the diagnOses D1 to Dn
° Degree N for defining the minimal number symptom values which dactual and tipmin

must have'in common to belong tom the same failure context

Output:

° Set AR of all learned shortcut rules

Algorithm:
AR := G;
M d 6 Call do

dactual := d;
Dactual := D(d);
M k e [1, 2, #FCDacml} do

dpmin :: dpminmactual; k);
IL (dacmal <c din) A (|Sit(dacmal)| 2 N * |Sit(dpmin)l)
m AR := AR u

«mamma! )] &? (Sitmpmin)\Sitmacmal »};
Compute determination factor ö;

endii
indie;

endfgr

The determination factor 8 is computed as follows:

|{de DC; mm = DWI, dpmin 5c an  + 1
|{d e DC; D(d) arbitrary, am so d}| + 1

7.  Example
Now we give a simple example for AGPAR using the cases of fig.1 and 2. c l  is the service
technician’s case and p l  is the (corresponding) minimal diagnostic path. Additionally, the following
inputs are given: Call :=-[c1} =: DC,  DPmin  := {p1},  and N := 3.

For AGPAR being able to generate a partial shorcut rule three conditions must be fulfilled:

1 number of different failure contexts of the respective actual diagnosis Di-
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•	 pI must be similar to cl, 
•	 pI must be minimal, 
•	 cl must be properly shorter than pI: cl <c pl. 

The conditions for similarity are given in defmition 4: 

•	 D(cl) = D(pl), 
•	 FCD(c1)(cl) = FCD(c1)(pl), 

•	 cl ~ pI. 

The fIrst and the third condition are obviously fulfIlled. For cl and pI being in the same failure 
context the following requirements must be met: 

•	 cl must not include a symptom with a certain value (~unknown) which has a different value 
(~ unknown) in pI ...J 

•	 3 * ISit(cl)1 ~ ISit(pl)1 ~
 

3*7~8 ...J
 

Thus, cl und pI are similar. As there exists only one diagnostic path in this example it is, of course, 
a minimal one. Additionally, cl is prQPerly shorter than pI. Therefore AGPAR can generate a partial 
sho~ut rule: 

AR = {«?CODE1=i59 A
 

?OUTI=logical-l A
 

?5Yl=switehed A
 

?5Y2=notSwitched A
 

?PIPES=okay A
 

?CHUCK=clean A
 

?IN32=10gical-l)
 
...s.&..~ 

(?IN36 to- logical-l))}. 

The corresponding determination factor is computed as follows: 

I{de DC; D(d) =i/o-card, pI ~ d}l + 1 

I{d e DC; D(d) = i/o-card, cl Se d}1 + 1 

101+ 1 

=	 = 
l{cl}1 + 1 

8. Further Components of GenRule 
GenRule uses a conceptual memory for the representation and processing of the diagnostic cases. The 
memory enables an effIcient computation of the determination factors. Initial diagnostic cases can be 
automatically generated out of a given knowledge base. The generated shortcut rules are made "more 

1	 error code 
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° pl  must be similar to c l ,
° pl  must be minimal,
° cl  must be properly shorter than pl:  c l  <c p l .

The conditions for similarity are given in definition 4: .

° D(cl)  =D(pl)‚

' c l  Sc p l .

The first and the third condition are obviously fulfilled. For c l  and p l  being in the same failure
context the following requirements must be met:

' c1 must not include a symptom with a certain value (at unknown) which has a different value
(at unknown) in p l  NI

° 3 * |Sit(c1)l 2 |Sit(pl)l =>
3*728

Thus, c l  und pl are similar. As there exists only one diagnostic path in this example it is, of course,
a minimal one. Additionally, cl  is m! shozter than pl .  Therefore AGPAR can generate a partial
shortcut rule:

AR = (((?CODE1=i59 A
?OUT7=10gical-l A
?5Y1=switched A
?5Y2=notSwitched A
?PIPES=okay A
?CHUCKäclean A
?IN32=logical-1)

__$_g_,ö

(?IN36 <— logical- 1)) } .

The corresponding determination factor is computed as follows:

|{de DC; D(d) = i/o—card, pl sc d}| + 1
. ö :

| {de  DC;  D(d) =i/o—card, c l  s ed“  +1

|fl | +1
= ___—— = m

| [ c l } l+1

8 .  Further Components of GenRule
GenRule uses a conceptual memory for the representation and processing of the diagnostic cases. The
memory enables an efficient computation of the determination factors. Initial diagnostic cases can be
automatically generated out of  a given knowledge base. The generated shortcut rules are made “more

1 errorcodc
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applicable" by restricting the basic commonality of cases and by generalizing the conditions of the, 
. rules. Shorteuts having a very small determination factor are interpreted as irrelevant knowledge and 
treated in a special way. For a detailed description of these components and mechanisms see!4]. 

9. Discussion and Evaluation 
We give a short evalution of the GenRule approach and state its relation to other ones. Finally, we 
describe the state of implementation of GenRule and all affected components-of the MOLTKE3 

"pi'<' 

workbench (Oct. 1990). 

9.1. Evaluation 

GenRule can not be evaluated independent of the MOLTKE3 workbench. It is not expected that 
GenRule can carry out "arbitrary" learning tasks within a technical diagnosis situation. Whereas the 
characteristics for the attractiveness of the GenRule approach are especially its specilization, its 
supplementation with the case-based problem solver PAIDEX2, and the integration of the learning 
results together with the results of the manual and (deep-)model-based KA within the shell. 

The MOLTKE shell is the result of a several years' cooperation with a globally acknowledged 
mechanical engineering institute. It meets all the requirements that have been posted by the institute 
[5]. The shell is also based on preliminary (theoretical) studies [6] on the modeling of diagnostic 
problem solving which have been adapted for our practical needs [7]. 

This'·all h&s resulted in the MOLTKE3 workbench. The original application (diagnosis of CNC 
machining centers, cf. [8]) has been used as a natural medium for the integration of different KA and 
MLl mechanisms2. One fundamental result of the cooperation is that it is sensible to routinely 
develop a knowledge base and to adapt it to "real situations~'; later, by the use of additional 
knowledge. Therefore shortcut rules have already been introduced by the engineer who has been 
engaged in our project. During further project work it turns out that shortcuts basically influence the 
diagnostic strategy of the respective experts. Thus, the learning of shortcut rules offers a natural 
possibility to integrate manual KA and ML. The starting point for GenRule is a redundant and not
transparent knowledge base which has been generated by MAKE and/or developed by a knowledge 
engineer. 

For the considered CNC machine about 5.000 failures (and some more symptoms) can be identified. 
Because of the decomposability of the domain the design of a conceptual memory has been possible 
which enables the efficient computation of the determination factors. As the shell has been strongly 
modularized using the context graph the diagnostic paths can be automatically generated out of a 
given knowledge base. For a detailed estimation of the complexity of the involved algorithms see [4]. 

Up to now three different knowledge bases for complex technical systems have been successfully 
implemented using the MOLTKE workbench, a fourth is currently under development. GenRule has 
been designed for the diagnosis of the MC600 of the Maho company. The usefulness of GenRule has 
been validated during the implementation of the knowledge base for the driving machine in mining 
PAURAT-E200. One important result was that it is sensible to combine shortcut-oriented problem 
solving with manually edited ordering rules. 

The quintessence of all the projects being realized so far is that the shell can be considered as 
successful. GenRule completes this shell in a natural way. Additionally, the applicability of GenRule 

1 machine learning 

2 casc- and analogy-based as well as adaptive learning 
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‘ applicable” by restricting the basic commonality of cases and by generalizing the conditions of the.
rules. Shortcuts having a very small determination factor are interpreted as irrelevant knowledge and
treated in a special way. For atktailed description of these components and mechanisms see{4].

9 .  Discussion and Evaluation
We give a short evalution of the GenRule approach and state its relation to other ones. Finally, we
describe the state of implementation of GenRule and all affected components of the MOL’I'lCEg
workbench (Oct. 1990).

9 .  1. Evaluation

GenRule can not be evaluated independent of the MOLTKE3 workbench. It is not expected that
GenRule can carry out “arbitrary” learning tasks within a technical diagnosis situation. Whereas the
characteristics for the attractiveness of the GenRule approach are especially its specilization, its
supplementation with the case-based problem solver PATDEXZ, and the integration of the learning
results together with the results of the manual and (deep-)model-based KA within the shell.

The MOLTKE shell is the result of a several years’ cooperation with a globally acknowledged
mechanical engineering institute. It meets all the requirements that have been posted by the institute
[5]. The shell is  also based on preliminary (theoretical) studies [6] on the modeling of diagnostic
problem solving which have been adapted for our practical needs [7].
This-all has resulted in the MOL'I'KE3 workbench. The original application (diagnosis of CNC
machining centers, cf. [8]) has been used as a natural medium for the integration of different KA and
'ML1 mechanisms? One fundamental result of the cooperation is that it is sensible to routinely
develop. a knowledge base’ and to adapt it to “real situations”; later, by: the use of additional
knowledge. Therefore shortcut rules have already been introduced by the engineer who has been
engaged in our project. During further project work it  turns out that shortcuts basically influence the
diagnostic strategy of the respective experts. Thus, the learning of shortcut rules offers a natural
possibility to integrate manual KA and ML. The starting point for GenRule is a redundant and not-
transparent knowledge base which has been generated by MAKE and/or developed by a knowledge
engineer.
For the considered CNC machine about 5.000 failures (and some more symptoms) can be identified.
Because of the decomposability of the domain the design of a conceptual memory has been possible
which enables the efficient computation of the determination factors. As the shell has been strongly
modularized using the context graph the diagnostic paths can be automatically generated out of a
given knowledge base. For a detailed estimation of the complexity of the involved algorithms see [4].

Up to now three different knowledge bases for complex technical systems have been successfully
implemented using the MOLTKE workbench, a fourth is currently under development. GenRule has
been designed for the diagnosis of the MC600 of the Maho company. The usefulness of GenRule has
been validated during the implementation of the knowledge base for the driving machine in mining
PAURAT—EZOO. One important result was that it  is  sensible to combine shortcut-oriented problem
solving with manually edited ordering rules.
The quintessence of all the projects being realized so far is that the shell can be considered as
successful. GenRule completes this shell in a natural way. Additionally, the applicability of GenRule

1 machine learning

2 case- and analogy—based as well as adaptive learning
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is increased by first the fact that the shell's classification ability is not affected but only the order of 
tests, and second the possibility that the diagnostic procedure can tenninate "earlier" if the user 
accepts this (but need not, of course). GenRule can be applied-to other domains (of technical 
diagnosis) if it is similar decomposable as that of CNC machining centers (which is typical for 
comparable technical systems). 

We must point out that a sensible evaluation of a workbench for real, complex applications like" 
MOLTKE is extremely difficult and still a hot research topic. Naturally, this is also the case for a 
subcomponent like GenRule. Sufficient evidence can only be collected via product developmentand 

-. "commercial" application. 

Thus, in this connection it must be taken into account that the utilization of ML tools depends on both 
the comfort of the user interface and the reusability of their mechanisms (e.g. in the context of an 
overall application). 

9.2. Related Work 

As it is sufficient for our purposes here we restrict our discussion conce!lling GenRule's relations to 
other approaches to the aspects of analogy, knowledge base refinement, and knowledge integration. 

GenRule learns rules for a diagnossis shell based on a comparison between presented cases and in the 
knowledge base already available (compiled) knowledge. The learning procedure aims at "improving" 
the knowledge base, Le. to shorten the diagnostic procedure and/or to make it more transparent. 

Because of its inductive character and the explicit representation of the learning results GenRule can 
be viewed as an EBL-system. In [1] this has been motivated in more detail. Inspite of this, a 
comparison with Kedar-Cabelli's "Purpose-directed Analogy" [10] seems to be more helpful, 
because both nYQ cases are compared with one another (whereas only "one" case is considered in an 
EBL-system) and purpose plays a fundamental role in MOLTKE's whole learning component (e.g. 
during the case-based KA and treatment of exceptions). 

All analogical inferences within the learning component are based on similarity measures1• Therefore 
they can be carried out automatically and need no "analogical hints". To a high degree GenRule bases 
its analogical inferences on dissimilarities. Via the definition of the failure contexts contradictory 
situations are explicitly excluded and not considered further. The importance of dissimilarities for 
analogy has already been pointed out by [ll]. 

Kodratoff [12] introduces two dimensions for the evalution of analogies: complexity and relevance. 
In his terminology GenRule's analogies are "good" analogies of "full" complexity. As the causality 
between the symptom values (situations) and the respective diagnosis is closely interweaved with the 
defined notion of similarity the complexity is not "trivial". Similarity and causality also can't be 
"simply" combined and then applied to an arbitrary target. The degree of generality is the same for 
cases as for diagnostic paths. Overgeneralizations with GenRule are possible, but only in a restricted 
way. Especially, the shell's treatment of such shortcut rules is comparatively uncritical, because its 
classification ability is not affected. 

For the field of knowledge base refinement we vicariously mention the systems KRUST [13] and 
INDE+ [14]. These systems try to improve the classification ability of their knowledge base which is 
a significant difference to GenRule. The MOLTKE shell acquires its classification ability from the 
deep model of the technical system which can be completed via manual KA. GenRule's novel view of 

1 GcnRule's similarity measure is a kind of meta criterion for the preparation of appropriate diagnostic paths. 
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is increased by first the fact that the shell ’s classification ability is not affected but only the order of
tests, and second the possibility that the diagnostic procedure can terminate “earlier”- if the user
accepts this (but need not, of course). GenRule can be applied‘to other domains (of technical
diagnosis) if it is similar decomposable as that of CNC machining centers (which is  typical for
comparable technical systems).

We must point out that a sensible evaluation of a workbench for real, complex applications like"
MOLTKE is extremely difficult and still a hot research topic. Naturally, this is also the case for a
subcomponent like GenRule. Sufficient evidence can only be collected via product developir'rentand

„ “commercial” application.
Thus, in this connection it must be taken into account that the utilization of ML tools depends on both
the comfort of the user interface and the reusability of their mechanisms (eg. in the context of an
overall application).

9 .2 .  Related Work

As it is sufficient for our purposes here we restrict our discussion concerning GenRule’s relations to
other approaches to the aspects of analogy, knowledge base- refinement, and knowledge integration.

_ GenRule learns rules for a diagnossis shell based on a comparison between presented cases and in the
knowledge base already available (compiled) knowledge. The learning procedure aims at “improving”
the knowledge base, i.e. to shorten the diagnostic procedure and/or to make it more transparent.

Because of its inductive character and the explicit representation of the learning results GenRule can
be viewed as an BBL-system. In [1] this has been motivated in more detail. Inspite of this, a
comparison with Kedar—Cabelli’s “Purpose-directed Analogy” [10] seems to be. more helpful,
because both mg cases are compared with one another (whereas only “one” case is considered in an
BBL-system) and purpose plays a fundamental role in MOLTKE’s whole learning component (e.g.
during the case-based KA and treatment of exceptions).

All analogical inferences within the learning component are based on similarity measures‘. Therefore
they can be carried Out automatically and need no “analogical hints”. To a high degree GenRule bases
its analogical inferences on dissimilarities. Via the definition of the failure contexts contradictory
situations are explicitly excluded and not considered further. The importance of dissimilarities for
analogy has already been pointed out by [11 ] .

Kodratoff [12] introduces two dimensions for the evalution of analogies: complexity and relevance.
In his terminology GenRule’s analogies are “good” analogies of “full” complexity. As the causality
between the symptom values (situations) and the respective diagnosis is closely interweaved with the
defined notion of similarity the complexity i s  not “trivial”. Similarity and causality also can’t be
“simply” combined and then applied to an arbitrary target. The degree of generality is the same for
cases as for diagnostic paths. Overgeneralizations with GenRule are possible, but only in a restricted
way. Especially, the shell’s treatment of such shortcut rules is comparatively uncritical, because its
classification ability is not affected.

For the field of knowledge base refinement we vicariously mention the systems KRUST [13] and
INDE+ [14]. These systems try to improve the classification ability of their knowledge base which is
a significant difference to GenRule. The MOLTKE shell acquires its classification ability from the
deep model of the technical system which can be completed via manual KA. GenRule’s novel view of

1 GcnRule’s similarity measure is a kind of meta criterion for the preparation of appropriate diagnostic paths.
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knowledge base refinement is enabled by the view of diagnostic problem solving within the 
MOLTKEproject:". 

Diagnosis = Classification + Test Selection. 

Important systems within the field of knowledge integration are BLIP [15] and DISCIPLE (16]. The 
latter integrates different learning strategies for the support of the KA process. BLIP considers,the 
KA task as modeling a domain. ML is then viewed as automatic modeling which enables a nat6ral 
way of integration of both fields. The MOLTKE3 workbench bases on the same view. 

An (excellent) overview over the problematic nature of knowledge integration is given in [17]. Their 
results and integration proposals impressively underline the quality of the MOLTKE3 workbench. 
Thus, it can be seen as the state of the art in knowledge integration, with the restriction to the domain 
of technical diagnosis. In their final discussion concerning the applicability of ML to KA the authors 
give prominence to the refinement of explicit knowledge bases using cases, Le. exactly to the task 
being covered by GenRule. 

9.3. State of Implementation (Oct. 1990) 

Ge~ule, as it is described here, is fully implemented and integrated into the MOLTKE3 
workbench l . The implementation ofPAIDEX2 will be finished soon [3]. A stand-alone prototype is 
already available since early 1989 [18]. The MOLTKE shell and the MAKE2 system are fully 
implemented, too. 
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